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Abstract. Trade-offs between extra-functional properties, such as performance,
reliability and resource utilisation, have been recognised as crucial in system
design. The concept of Holistic Fault Tolerance (HFT) is aimed at targeting
these trade-offs in run-time system control. Previous work has shown that HFT
systems can have significant complexity, which may require sophisticated modelling at the design stage. This paper presents a novel HFT design methodology
based on hierarchical modelling and stochastic simulations. The former caters
to system complexity and the latter estimates extra-functional properties in the
trade-offs. The method is demonstrated with an application example of number
plate recognition software.
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Introduction

System modelling aims to create an abstract representation of a designed system. This
process assists in better understanding of the system and gives a possibility to find
and eliminate potential problems at early stages of system development. However, for
complex systems, the system model can also be complex and difficult to use. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that only important parts of the system are studied during the modelling to reduce comprehension complexity.
A well-accepted method of controlling model complexity is the use of hierarchical
models. Different models may be constructed for the same system or subsystem at
different levels of abstraction. High-level models of high degrees of abstraction tend
to be small and easy to analyse, but also include few details and may provide low
representative resolution or precision for the quantities or parameters being studied [1]. On the other hand, low-level models of less abstraction may offer finer grain
representation of system details and provide higher resolution for studied parameters.
However, they may have high degrees of complexity and difficult to work with. Hierarchical modelling provides designers with a means of trading off modelling quality
with model usability.
Another popular method of dealing with the model complexity issue and at the
same time handling run-time unpredictability is stochastic modelling. Quantities and
parameters under study are assumed to be stochastic and models of manageable size
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can be used to estimate such quantities without precise knowledge of all the contributing factors such as run-time eventualities [2].
Aspects of study during system design and analysis include functional behaviour
and extra-functional parameters. Functional correctness is important, but extrafunctional parameters can also be significant contributors of the success or failure of a
design. The most interesting extra-functional parameters attracting the attention of
system designers include performance, energy consumption and reliability.
In previous studies, we introduced the notion of Holistic Fault Tolerance (HFT) [3]
and showed that the HFT architecture can be applied to implement the system, taking
into account extra-functional properties, such as reliability, performance and resource
utilisation [4]. And finally, maintainability evaluation of the HFT architecture was
provided in [5].
In these investigations, it was demonstrated that the HFT approach provides better
maintainability of fault tolerance mechanisms. The HFT architecture includes system
components, an HFT controller and a number of agents which supports interactions
between the components and the HFT controller. The HFT run-time is implemented
through control loops that manage the extra-functional parameters through component
configuration. However, there remain challenges faced by the HFT developer during
the design stage. It is not always clear how to choose the system components, which
will be involved in the interaction with the elements of the HFT architecture (essentially the number of control loops). If the designer chooses to involve all system components in the interaction with the HFT elements, i.e. have the maximum number of
all possible control loops included, the system would be extremely complex for modelling, implementation and maintenance. On the other hand, unguided control loop
reduction would rarely result in optimal system designs.
This study focuses on modelling that supports design-time and run-time system optimisation through the (re)configuration of system components and the efficient use of
control loops. At the same time the model should not be very complex for understanding. Iterative top-down design and stochastic representation of extra-functional parameters offer promising solutions.
In this paper we propose a general design method supporting HFT systems. This
method makes use of a hierarchical model language, known as order graphs
(OGs) [6], which has good representations of horizontality and verticality issues and
good support for having different levels of abstraction for different parts of a system
model. Also included is an established stochastic model language, known as stochastic activity networks (SANs) [2], which provides facilities such as state-space analysis
and simulation engines.
The proposed design workflow is based on the following key points:
• The characterisation of system components leading to SANs models. These SANs
models can be used to provide estimates of the extra-functional parameters under
study (usually reliability, system utilisation and/or performance) and generate importance costs for potential control loops in the HFT control.
• The concept of controllability is applied to minimise the number of control loops.
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• The development of a hierarchical model of the HFT system based on OGs. This
model can be used to validate the existence of control loop paths at all levels of
model abstraction.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 provides the background describing
SANs, OGs and HFT. Section 3 explains our modelling methodology. Section 4 describes an HFT case study. Section 5 concludes the paper with discussions.

2

Background

2.1

SANs and Stochastic modelling

SANs is an extension to general stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) which are based on
Petri nets (PNs) [7]. It inherits the general attributes of PNs including a distributed
representation of system states, making it easy to represent parts of a system directly
as local subsystems, and more straightforward representations of such important issues as concurrency and synchronisation. A well-established method, it is supported
by the mature software tool-kit: Möbius [8].
SANs are capable of representing both deterministic and stochastic events, and
event durations in time. The elements used in this work include a) transitions whose
firing speeds (rates) are specified as stochastic, following given distributions, b) transitions with multiple firing cases with specific probabilities for each case, and c) input
and output gates with predicates and implications specified through logic functions.
The Möbius tool, used in this paper, incorporates a set of solvers including both
Monte-Carlo simulation and statespace related solvers. Numerical Markovian solutions can be done for steady-state or time averaged interval rewards, but limited to
models with exponentially distributed firing rates. The tool’s concept of “rewards”
can be easily extended to physical parameters, such as power. In this work we use
rewards to evaluate system’s extra-functional properties including performance, reliability (defined as success rate), and resource utilisation.
2.2

Order Graphs and resource modelling

Hierarchical representations have been used for modelling complex systems for a long
time. The idea of separating the “vertical” relation between the layers of abstraction
from the “horizontal” knowledge of the system at each particular layer of abstraction
has been hinted in [9] and then formally defined in Zoom structures [10] as the concepts of verticality and horizontality. Zoom structures are based on partial orders and
are very permissive. In contrast, OGs put a number of constraints on the modelling,
which guarantee consistency between the abstraction layers.
An OG is a graph with nodes representing various system resources arranged in
tree hierarchies. The hierarchies can be built from the knowledge of the system structure and by similarities of its constituents. The distance from the root relates to the
level of abstraction. The formal definition and properties can be found in [6].
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The modelling using OGs is an iterative top-down process, starting from the most
abstract representation of the system and gradually adding more details, when moving
to lower levels. The dependencies between the system’s components at the same level
of abstraction are represented with “horizontal” arcs in the graph, hence the horizontal
paths represent transitive dependencies between the elements in the system. The rigorous definition of OGs provides a built-in capability of consistency checking by
preserving the resource dependency paths at each level of abstraction.
OG contains the static knowledge of the system and needs to be paired with a dynamic model to capture the system behaviour (in our case: SANs). The nodes in OG
that are included in this model relation form a cut. If the cut goes through different
depths in the hierarchy (layers of abstraction), it is called a cross-layer cut. The cut
containing all leaves relates to the most concrete (detail) model of the system. Moving
up in the abstraction hierarchy, thus grouping multiple nodes into one, represents
grouping the corresponding elements in SANs into a single entity by averaging/totalling their parameters (known as black-boxing). This reduces the size of a
model, but also introduces inaccuracy. The trade-off between the model complexity
and accuracy can be achieved from manipulating cross-layer cuts. This method, called
selective abstraction, has been explored in details in [1].
2.3

Holistic Fault Tolerance

The idea of Holistic Fault Tolerance was introduced and developed in [3, 4]. There
are two goals of the HFT architecture. The first goal is to provide a method that allows the developer to design and implement computer systems that are efficient in
terms of performance and resource utilisation. The second goal is to improve the
software maintainability of fault tolerance mechanisms in the system.
A computer system implemented in accordance with the HFT architecture includes
functional components that are responsible for main system tasks and the HFT part.
The HFT part controls the functional components and ensures reliable and efficient
system operation. This part is built around the HFT controller, which is responsible
for distribution of computation resources in the application and provides an overarching control over the extra-functional properties, such as system performance. HFT
controller also performs a task of re-configuring the system in run-time in case it finds
a better operating point.
The HFT controller interacts with the system components through a set of public
interfaces. Additionally, the controller is assisted with the HFT agents – auxiliary
objects aimed at decreasing the complexity of the HFT architecture. Each HFT agent
is responsible for certain extra-functional property of the system. The HFT agents
monitor and, when it is required, intervene in the control flow of the critical components. The typical HFT agent can be responsible for one of the following activities:
performance monitoring, error handling and gathering of diagnostics information. The
structure of an agent can depend on the components it works with, the idea is that the
agent incorporates component-dependent code in order to keep HFT as flexible as
possible. The data gathered by the HFT agents are translated into a componentindependent format and transferred to the HFT controller for dynamic analysis. In
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case of error handling, the HFT agent requests the HFT controller for a suitable handling action.
It is advised to implement the link between an HFT agent and a functional component implicitly for the component. This approach significantly reduces the dependence of the component on the HFT agent, thus the component would focus on implementing only its functional task without tangling with non-functional activities. In our
previous works [4, 5], we used Aspect Oriented Programming [11] in order to improve the development cycle and reduce maintainability effort. In general, the decisions on the structure of HFT agent heavily depend on the software design and the
tasks of the system, however the aim of this work is to address the design decisions in
a methodological way.

3

Modelling methodology

In this section, we consider the goal of the modelling, define extra-functional properties of the system, and the context in which these properties are analysed. We also
introduce the workflow of the modelling approach.
The goal of the modelling is to provide a method that allows the developer to design and implement the system based on the HFT architecture. It is necessary to guarantee that the system will be efficient with regards to extra-functional properties, such
as reliability, performance and resource utilisation. The modelling assists in defining
efficient points of the interplay between these extra-functional properties. An efficient
design allows the developer to implement such a system, which will be efficient in
terms of this interplay.
Performance is considered as the amount of work completed per unit time. Faster
operation typically requires more resources or can be achieved by reducing the quality
of computation. The work performed by the system is measured in work units. The
processing of each work unit can be finished successfully or unsuccessfully.
Reliability is represented with the success rate, which is defined as the ratio of successfully finished work units to the total amount of work units.
Resource utilisation is the amount of computer resources required to process a certain number of work units. In this context, we define a resource as any facility that
enables computation, which may include CPU cores, application threads, memory,
energy, etc.
As mentioned in Section 2, the system contains functional components that implement the computation. The HFT control for the extra-functional properties is realised
using knobs and monitors. The knobs are provided by system components as configuration points, and the monitors are instrumentation that provides readings of extrafunctional properties at the component level. The system-wide set of knob states is
called a system configuration. During the system operation, the HFT controller dynamically choses the most suitable system configuration, depending on the history of
monitor data.
An instance of such interaction between the HFT elements and the functional system components is defined as a control loop. It can be considered as a special inter-
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face between the components and the HFT part. The control loop is managed only by
the HFT part and is implicit to the system components.
3.1

Workflow of the modelling approach

The workflow of the HFT system modelling approach is described in Fig. 1. Each of
the steps is described in a subsequent subsection. Note that order graph modelling
happens in parallel to the right hand main branch of the workflow.
Order Graph
Modelling

Characterisation
experiments
Component
characteristics

System-only model

SANs
modelling
Stochastic
simulations
Estimated extra-functional
properties

Control loop
pruning
Model of the system
with the HFT

List of
control loops

Validation
Fig. 1. Workflow diagram

3.2

Characterisation of the system’s extra-functional components

The designer should characterise the extra-functional properties of each individual
component. If the component supports multiple configurations or algorithms of processing, the characterisation should be done for each individual configuration. The
full result of a characterisation pertaining to some component and some extrafunctional property describes the value of that property when executing that component. Characterisation is not done beyond component level.
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3.3

Building and simulating the SANs model of the system

In this step the SAN model of the system is built using component characterisations
from the previous step and the system-only OG model. The granularity of the SAN
model for any part of the system is determined by the OG modelling step (Fig. 1) and
the parameter values are obtained from the characterisation step. The characterisation
step usually pertains to the SAN model of the finest detail, because there is no point
of developing a SAN model at a finer level of detail than the existing characterisation
data. If the OG step suggests a higher level of abstraction, it is possible to derive SAN
models of less detail than the characterisation data, for instance by running simulations at the characterisation level of detail then abstracting from the results.
From characterisation to the final SAN model for simulations the approach is bottom-up, but the OG step is usually top-down. There is no conflict because in order to
determine the granularity of the final SAN model the entire OG model covering all
levels of abstraction needs to have been established. In a way discovering the SAN
model is a process of raising the level of abstraction from the bottom traversing the
OG until a satisfactory SAN has been found.
The preferred tool for working with SANs is Möbius [8]. The main point of this
step is that the SAN system model, assembled from component models, supports
system-wide analysis of the modelled extra-functional properties from componentlevel characterisation data. The most practical analysis method for SAN models of
HFT is simulation, as other forms of analysis such as state space studies tend to be
restricted to very small models. However, Möbius does provide non-simulation solvers if and when they can and need to be used.
3.4

Control loop pruning

The estimated values of system-wide extra-functional properties, obtained from the
previous step, can be used to reduce the complexity of the HFT controller, by eliminating unnecessary control loops.
The method is based on the problem of preserving controllability [16] while reducing the number of knobs. It assumes that the number of monitors is both sufficient and
necessary to represent the extra-functional properties under study. The monitor values
are considered state variables.
We use simulations to build system transfer function [16] relating knobs to monitors. This is achieved by analysing differentials in the estimated monitor values from
simulations. Ideally, this requires an exhaustive set of simulation covering all combinations of knob values. However, it is possible to apply known optimisation methods,
such as Monte-Carlo [17], to improve the usability of the method.
From this database of state relations, it is possible to determine the smallest set of
knobs that maintains controllability.
Although in this paper we deal only with deciding what control loops to include in
an HFT system, the off-line design flow described here can yield valuable quantitative
data that may be helpful for the detailed design of run-time control. For instance, the
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SAN models may provide a set of reference points which may be used in the designs
of individual control loops.
3.5

Validation using OG hierarchy

As mentioned in Section 2, OG modelling provides a top-down workflow that helps
the developer to incrementally add the details in the system design. In the proposed
workload, the dependencies in the graph represent interactions between the element of
the system and provides paths for the control loops. A rigorous path consistency
checking between the layers of abstraction guarantees that the designed HFT controller is consistent with the control loops established in the previous steps of the workflow.
System
with the
HFT
Level 1

Back
end

GUI

HFT

Level 2

System
component

HFT
controller

HFT agent

Level 3
3rd party
subcomponents

Public
interface

Critical
part

Settings

Monitoring
logic

Local
decision
maker

HFT
policies

Decision
maker

Intervention
logic

System
state
history

Level 4

Fig. 2. A general template for HFT Order Graph model

Fig. 2 illustrates the hierarchical model of the system with the HFT architecture in
three levels of detail. At the top level, there is only the system with the HFT architecture. The second level contains graphic user interface, backend or functional part of
the system and HFT part. Information flow between the backend and the HFT is
shown in both directions. The next level represents the backend is decomposed to the
system components and the HFT part decomposed to the HFT controller and HFT
agents. For simplicity, the figure shows only one component and only one agent. At
this level, the control loops between the system components and the HFT elements
should start to appear.
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The most detailed level of the hierarchical model considers the inner structure of
the system components and the HFT elements. The system component may include
third-party subcomponents, public interfaces, component settings and critical parts. A
possible internal structure of an HFT agent consists of monitoring logic, intervention
logic and local decision maker. The HFT controller includes the decision maker, the
system state history (or dynamic HFT data) and the HFT policies (or static HFT data).
Connections represented by the dashed lines assume that for better maintainability
it is preferable to implement this link in such a way that the system component was
not aware of implementation details of monitoring and intervention logic in the HFT
agent. HFT agents do not directly provide performance of reliability benefits. They
were introduced to simplify the developing and improve understanding of the systems
with the HFT. It was shown [5] that such configuration supports maintainability of the
system. This is the reason why we consider decomposition of the HFT architecture to
the HFT controller and the HFT agents.

4

Use case

4.1

Case study application

As a use case, we have chosen the application for the recognition of the UK number
plates [4, 5]. The input of the application is a set of images. As an output, the application links each image with recognition results that include the contour of the number
plate, recognised string and the probability of correct recognition.
The functional part of the application consists of several components. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) component is the frontend of the application, which allows
the user to upload the images. These images are sent to the Initial Image Processing
(IIP) component. At this stage, every image undergoes an initial processing, which
includes various filters, searching of the number plate on the image, cropping of the
number plate from the image and elimination of the perspective skews of the number
plate cutout. Two algorithms for number plate search can be applied: OpenCV-based
rectangle detection and HAAR cascade [12] trained to recognise the area with the UK
number plate. If the number plate is found and cropped it is put to Number Plates
Queue (NPQ). When the NPQ is not empty, the Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
component takes available number plate cutout and performs the text recognition on
the cutout. There are two OCR algorithms in the OCR component: Tesseract [13] and
number plate recognition algorithm described in [14]. If the OCR recognises the text
on the cutout, this text is checked by the Result Checker (RC) component to ensure
compliance of the car number with a national format. These additional algorithms are
introduced to provide redundancy and increase reliability of the application.
The UML diagram of the application is shown in Fig. 3. GUI does not participate
in the HFT scheme and it should not be considered in details in the model. Interfaces
between the functional components (IIP and OCR) and the HFT controller are omitted
to make the diagram clearer.
In both IIP and OCR components the images are processed concurrently. The HFT
controller specifies the most suitable number of working threads for each component.
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The Performance agent monitors the execution time of the IIP and OCR components.
The Error Handling agent is responsible for handling the errors in the IIP and OCR
component. An error implies a deviation from the correct service [15] and it is not
necessarily exception only. Impossibility to find the number plate or low probability
of the recognition is considered as an error as well. At the same time, not all exceptions are regarded as errors. If the error is detected by Error Handling agent, it requests the HFT controller for a suitable error recovery action, which could vary depending on current system operation.

Fig. 3. UML diagram of the use case application

4.2

Characterisation of the components

For the characterisation, we have chosen the IIP and the OCR components, since they
are the most critical components of the application. Characterisation data is presented
in Table 1 and Table 2. The input data varies significantly for the given application,
hence we have chosen three groups of images distinguished by size: small, medium
and large. Time and reliability of the image processing significantly depends on the
image size.
Table 1. Characterisation of the IIP component

Original image size
Small
Medium
Large

< 200 KB
200 KB – 1MB
1 MB – 7 MB

Number plate detection algorithm
Rectangle detection
HAAR cascade
Average
Average
Average
Average
time
reliability
time
reliability
20 ms
85%
9.3 ms
77%
85 ms
80%
76 ms
85%
143 ms
72%
328 ms
86%
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Table 2. Characterisation of the OCR component

Original image size
Small
Medium
Large

4.3

< 200 KB
200 KB – 1MB
1 MB – 7 MB

Optical Character Recognition algorithm
OpenCV implementation
Tesseract
Average
Average
Average
Average
time
reliability
time
reliability
23 ms
70%
33 ms
75%
29 ms
73%
37 ms
78%
45 ms
48%
50 ms
62%

SAN modelling and simulations of the system

With this characterisation data, we can build the SAN models in Möbius. A detailed
SAN model for the two components IIP and OCR, each in three versions small, medium and large is shown in Fig. 4. The fundamental states for each component version
are working and idle. Working means that this component version is in execution and
idle means that it is not in execution. The model is simplified to put all idles together.
This means that for, e.g. IIP, the IIP_idle place is initialised with the with the number
of threads given to the IIP component. This may be known as the IIP capacity of the
system. Each completion of an IIP component version puts a token back to this idle
place. Each IIP component version has a probability of success Ps and a probability of
failure 1-Ps and this is represented by the stochastic timed transitions IIP_finish. The
OCR component models have the same structure. Between the IIP and OCR blocks,
three queues are modelled with the standard SAN representation for queues or buffers. The IIP_start transition on the left generates input images stochastically according
to probability functions and rates that can be set in the model.

Fig. 4. Detailed SANs model of the use case application in Möbius
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Fig. 5. Reduced SANs model of the use case application in Möbius

The occurrences of failure are tracked by the markings of the failure places and the
overall number of successful recognitions is recorded in the final done place at the
right end of the net. Running simulations with this model produces success and failure
rates, resource utilisation (e.g. the average number of threads being active) and overall
performance.
This model turns out to require somewhat significant time (more than a few
minutes) to simulate. As a result, by making OG analysis and studying the characterisation data, we decided to derive a reduced model, which is shown in Fig. 5.
The reduced model only has a single OCR component version by combining the
three different versions in the detailed model into one using the average behaviour.
The reason behind this is that the version pertaining to large size is significantly slower than the others, which are very similar. Intuitively, component capacities are used
more on the faster processing versions as they tend to grab the token from the idle
place more frequently.
The reduced model required simulation times that are an order of magnitude shorter than the detailed model, and they produced very close results with differences within 5% on all the extra-functional properties being studied. Some simulation results are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulation results

IIP
algorithm
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
HAAR
HAAR
HAAR

Configuration
IIP
OCR
threads algorithm
4 OpenCV
2 OpenCV
6 OpenCV
1 OpenCV
7 OpenCV
1 OpenCV
3 OpenCV
4 Tesseract
2 Tesseract
6 Tesseract

OCR
threads
4
6
2
7
1
1
1
4
6
2

Core
allocation
4.55
2.40
6.63
1.24
7.49
1.22
3.40
4.53
2.36
6.57

Estimates
Success Image
rate
time
0.543
44.89
0.550
55.91
0.548
40.77
0.528
87.11
0.559
40.68
0.529
88.26
0.553
48.86
0.574
90.54
0.577
116.89
0.568
77.46
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Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
HAAR
HAAR
HAAR

4
2
6
4
2
6

Tesseract
Tesseract
Tesseract
OpenCV
OpenCV
OpenCV

4
6
2
4
6
2

5.42
2.86
7.27
4.26
2.20
6.31

0.561
0.564
0.551
0.561
0.589
0.557

46.23
56.53
41.91
90.01
117.79
76.98

In these particular simulations, we wanted to find out if the relative numbers of IIP
and OCR components executed affect the execution time, resource utilisation and
reliability. It was found that the reliability stays about the same, but running more IIP
components than OCR components improved the overall execution time and resource
utilisation (more components get executed simultaneously, pressing more cores and
reducing idle time and queue length).
In case if the observed change in reliability is considered insignificant, the reduction of control loops leads to removal of all knobs except the number of IIP threads.
This remaining knob provides the control over resource utilisation and performance.
On the other hand, if the reliability difference is considered significant, all knobs contribute to controlling the system properties.
4.4

Hierarchical model of the system

A hierarchical model of the system is built following the general template (Fig. 2) and
is shown in Fig. 6.

CNPR
App
Level 1

GUI

Back
end

HFT

Level 2

IIP

NPQ

OCR

HFT
controller

Performance
agent
Error
handling
agent

Level 3

Fig. 6. Hierarchical model of the system

At Level 1 of the system Order Graph there is only one node “Car Number Plate
Recognition Application”. Level 2 distinguishes between the HFT part of the system
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and functional part, which is comprised of the GUI and system backend. At Level 3
all crucial components of the system and the HFT part are illustrated. We do not
model GUI behaviour, therefore we stop at Level 2 for GUI. We have chosen to decompose the backend to IIP, NPQ and OCR components because it follows the UML
structure of the application. The HFT part is decomposed to the HFT controller, Performance Agent and Error Handling Agent. At Level 4 there is further decomposition
to the inner structure of the functional components and the HFT elements. Level 4 is
not illustrated here due to the number of elements at this level.
There is uni-directional information flow from the IIP, the NPQ and the OCR
components to the Performance agent, because this agent only monitors the components, but it does not affect the control flow of the components. In contrast, the Error
Handling agent has bi-directional information flow, since it intervenes in the control
flow of IIP and OCR components in order to handle the errors. The interfaces between the agents and components are represented by dashed lines because they are
implicit for the components. The HFT controller, in turn, utilises public interfaces of
the IIP and OCR components to reconfigure the components and performs fault handling of the application. In addition, there are information flows between the HFT
controller and the HFT agents. It can be seen that all control loops mentioned in Section 4.4 exist in this Order Graph, which validates the correctness of the selected HFT
architecture.

5

Conclusion

In this study, we elaborated the general method for modelling computer systems with
the HFT at the early stages of the system design. The given method simplifies the
modelling process and allows the developer to adjust the system at the early stage to
achieve efficient operation after the implementation.
As a part of the workflow, we build the SANs model of the system using Möbius
tool. After that we obtain the list of interfaces for the HFT control representing the
control loops between system components and extra-functional properties of the system. At the same time, we create a hierarchical model of the system with the HFT
using Order Graphs. The method has been demonstrated with a use case application
of UK number plate recognition.
Currently we are working on the evaluation of the efficiency of the HFT architecture in terms of performance and resource utilisation. The evaluation is based on the
comparison of these properties in two functionally identical systems. One system is
implemented with the HFT architecture and another system uses the standard approach to fault tolerance. The presented modelling method is expected to significantly
assist in adjusting the system to prepare it for the evaluation.
As a future work we are planning to ensure scalability of the HFT approach, and
show that the HFT architecture can be applied for large-scale systems. We propose to
introduce the idea of adaptive holistic fault tolerance, that will be able to control the
HFT agents in run-time depending on the current system state. To do this the present-
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ed modelling approach should be extended to include the reconfiguration of the HFT
architecture elements.
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